AIRPORT TO HOTEL SERVICE (MULTI-STOP)
Each airport offers ground transportation

Norfolk International Airport
Brown Airport Shuttle departs every half hour for Williamsburg. Fare is $40 each way, $70 round trip. 757-857-3991

Richmond International Airport
Groome Transportation Shuttle departs every hour for Williamsburg. Fare is $34 each way. 800-643-7911

Newport News/Williamsburg International Airport
Williamsburg Limo, must make advanced reservation. Fare is $22.50 each way, $35 round trip. 757-877-0279

CAR RENTAL
All major agencies are located in each airport.

TRAIN
Williamsburg is served by AMTRAK. Station is approximately 4 blocks from the hotel.

VIP LIMOUSINE
Available for groups and V.I.P.'s.
Norfolk Airport, 757-853-LIMO
Richmond Airport, 804-648-LIMO
Newport News, 757-220-LIMO

PRIVATE/DRIVE LIMOUSINES
Our Concierge Desk, located in the lobby of the Williamsburg Hospitality House will be happy to make arrangements for limousines. They can assist you with tickets, maps, and directions to area attractions.

THE WILLIAMSBURG HOSPITALITY HOUSE
415 Richmond Road, Williamsburg, VA 23185
757-229-4020
All prices are subject to change without notification
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BY AIR

Williamsburg is served by three airports: Norfolk, Richmond and Newport News/Williamsburg Airport. Norfolk and Richmond Airports are serviced by most carriers and each airport is approximately 45 miles from Williamsburg. Newport News/Williamsburg, 18 miles away, is served by US Air and commuter lines.

DRIVING

From Norfolk or Richmond, directions are the same: I-64 East (from Richmond), I-64 West (from Norfolk). Exit 238 off I-64 and follow signs to Colonial Williamsburg. Turn right on Route 132 (not Route 132Y). Proceed straight through the traffic light. After crossing the railroad tracks, go through the traffic light and take the next right on Scotland Street. At Richmond Road, the Williamsburg Hospitality House will be on the right.